
Controlling Scar Formation 
in Ophthalmic Surgeries



Scar tissue develops when the fibroblasts, in absence 
of a scaffold, deposit their collagen fibers parallel.

In the dermis, the fibroblasts are randomly distributed  
and produce collagen fibers in a random way.

Collagen fibers are produced by fibroblasts
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ologenTM CM is a biodegradable 3D scaffold

About ologenTM Collagen Matrix 

ologen™ Collagen Matrix (ologen™ CM) is an advanced wound care device composed of a porous matrix of 
cross-linked atelocollagen (90%) and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) (10%).
 
ologen™ CM is specifically designed to promote scar-free wound healing  by guiding random fibroblast 
ingrowth in a wide range of ophthalmic surgeries.  
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Mainly composed of collagen, ologenTM CM provides a collagen rich 
environment. Similarly to what occurs in the natural tissue, this 
environment is favorable to fibroblasts ingrowth.  
 
ologenTM CM is biodegraded in 3 to 6 months.

Collagen fibers are integral part of scar tissue

Scanning Electron Microscopy image 
of the cross-section of ologenTM CM 
(200x). Pore diameter 10-300 um.



ologenTM CM is a biodegradable 3D scaffold

About ologenTM Collagen Matrix 

Non-penetrating deep sclerectomy procedure with low 
dose anti-metabolites and ologenTM CM

Surgical procedure with ologenTM CM model 870051 (10 x 10 x 2 mm)

Surgical procedure with ologenTM CM model 862051 (12 x 1 mm) - Mushroom technique

Surgical procedure with ologenTM CM model 862051 (12 x 1 mm) - Cut in half

A piece of ologenTM CM is 
positioned in the scleral lake 
under the flap. 

Position the cap shape part 
of the mushroom shaped 
ologenTM CM under the 
conjunctiva/Tenon. 

Position half of the ologenTM 
CM under the conjunctiva/
Tenon. 

A piece of ologenTM CM is cut to 
the size of the scleral lake.

Wet the ologenTM CM with a few 
drops of sterile solution. 

Unroof the Schlemm’s canal. 

A piece of ologenTM CM is cut in 
the shape of a mushroom. 

Inject a low dose of anti-
metabolites subconjunctival 
(MMC 0.04%, 0.1mL + Lidocaine 
2%, 0.1 mL). 

The remaining ologenTM  CM 
pieces are positioned on top of 
the flap and under the Tenon 
(see next image). 

Position the stalk shape part 
of the mushroom shaped 
ologenTM CM under the flap.  

Position the other half of 
ologenTM CM under the flap.  

The remaining ologenTM  CM 
pieces are positioned under the 
Tenon. 

Surgery by Prof . Dr. Mannelli

Surgery by Prof. Dr. Jorge Loscos

Surgery by Prof. Dr. Ricardo Paletta Guedes



Results

Surgical procedure with ologenTM CM model 830601 (6 x 2 mm)

Surgical technique unchanged until 
closure of scleral flap. Consider strategy 
to allow laser suture lysis. Consider 
lowering the dose of anti-metabolites.

Place ologen™ CM directly posterior
of scleral flap.

Close and reform anterior chamber.

Surgery by Dr. M.I. Canut Surgery by Dr. M.I. CanutSurgery by Dr. M.I. Canut

Mitomycin C (MMC) ologen™ CM (6 months after surgery) ologen™ CM (24 months after surgery)
Bleb comparison photos by Dr. S. Sarkisian Bleb comparison photos by Dr. S. SarkisianBleb comparison photos by Dr. S. Sarkisian

The scleral flap is closed with removable 
sutures. Place ologen™ CM directly 
posterior of scleral flap on the left side. 

Place ologen™ CM directly posterior
of scleral flap on the right side.

The two pieces of ologenTM CM are side-
by-side to create a large difuse bleb. 

Surgical procedure with ologenTM CM model 870051 (10 x 10 x 2 mm) - cut in half

Surgery by Dr. Navero Surgery by Dr. NaveroSurgery by Dr. Navero

Gold standard trabeculectomy procedure  
with low dose anti-metabolites and ologen™ CM 



Position the ologenTM CM on 
top of the plate of the Ahmed 
Glaucoma Valve (AGV).

Wet the ologenTM CM with a few 
drops of sterile solution. The 
ologenTM CM becomes sticky and 
adheres to the AGV.

ologenTM CM does not move 
and stays put on the plate.

Carefully grab the ologenTM 
CM-covered AGV. 

Place the ologen™ CM-covered 
AGV into the sub-tenon’s space.

The ologenTM CM stays in place. 
Finish the surgery as you 
would normally do.

Place the AGV into the 
sub-tenon’s space.

Position the ologenTM CM on 
top of the AGV. *
* This method can also be used 
with the square ologenTM CM 
(870051)

The ologen™ CM is on top of the 
AGV. Finish the surgery as you 
would normally do.

Glaucoma drainage device implantation in combination 
with ologenTM CM

Results and mechanism of action
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ologen™ CM, when 
slightly wet, adheres to 
the plate of the Ahmed 
Glaucoma Valve.

ologen™ CM is positioned 
on top of the  Ahmed 
Glaucoma Valve, that is 
already in the sub-tenon’s 
space. 

Method B

Method A

Surgery by Dr. Vejarano

Surgery by Prof. Dr. Akira

Adapted from Yadgarov, A., et. al. American Glaucoma Society, 2017

 ologen™ CM, by mediating the formation of a porous 
fibrous tissue, minimizes the formation of a thick 
capsule around the Ahmed Glaucoma Valve plate. In 
this way, the intra-ocular pressure during the early 
post-operative period is significantly reduced.

Adapted from Ibáñez, M. S. et. al, World Glaucoma Congress, 2017

 The use of ologenTM CM associated with Ahmed 
Glaucoma Valve appears to be safe but does not help 
decrease IOP or number of glaucoma medications.
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Mechanism of action in glaucoma surgery in combination  
with low dose anti-metabolites 

Wound healing process modulation

Adapted from S. Enoch, P. Price. World Wide Wounds, 2004

By using ologenTM CM in combination with low dose anti-
metabolites, the proliferation and remodelling phases of 
the wound healing process are modulated: 

II. Proliferation phase 
Fibroblast proliferation is controlled by the use of anti-
metabolites in a low dose.

III. Remodelling Phase 
ologenTM CM guides fibroblast ingrowth and collagen 
deposition in a random way thus avoiding scar formation.   

Modulation of scar formation process

The combined use of low dose anti-metabolites and 
ologenTM CM reduces the formation of scarring tissue 
by controling fibroblast proliferation and creating a 
random and relatively loose re-organization  of the 
myofibroblasts and collagen extracellular matrix. 

1. 2. 3.

Product shape Model number Size

830601 6.0 mm (D) 2.0 mm (H)x
830621 x 2.0 mm (H)7.5 mm (D)

870051 10.0 mm (W) x x10.0 mm (L) 2.0 mm (H)

862051 x 1.0 mm (H)12.0 mm (D)

ologen™ is  a registered trademark.E u r o p e  B V

www.ologen.com
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Myofibroblasts that are involved in 
the remodelling phase of wound 
healing migrate inside the ologenTM CM 
scaffold, and settle and adhere.

While a new collagen matrix is being 
produced by the myofibroblasts,  the 
ologenTM CM starts to degrade. 

ologenTM CM degradation process 
continues and the scaffold is replaced 
by myofibroblast-produced matrix.
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iogen@iogen.fi


